Thursday, February 9, 2016

Setting the Stage
The stage is being set for the 2017 crop year, and in many ways
it looks A LOT different than a year ago! USDA ending stocks
estimates for 2017 are higher for ALL of corn, soybeans, wheat,
& cotton. Yet I’m feeling a “cautious optimism” around the
country this winter. Row crop prices are higher to significantly
higher than this time a year ago, which I attribute mostly to the
change in investment money in ALL markets vs a year ago. The
weekly chart of the Goldman Sachs Commodity Index (right)
really shows this. A year ago this index was at its lowest level in
12 years, pushed down not only by ag markets but also by
energies, as crude oil was below $30/barrel. But 2016 was
good to commodities, with crude oil the leader. I’ve suggested
that the phrase “a rising tide lifts all ships” applies, as stronger
oil price seemed to support all commodity prices. If the
uptrend in oil continues, I believe it would support other
markets as well.
Managed/speculative funds have done their part in helping ag
markets over the last year as well! Compared to last year at
this time, these funds have increased their net length in

soybean futures (left top) by 225,000 contracts – or 1.125 billion bushels! –
increased their length in cotton futures (left bottom) about 110,00
contracts, increased their net position in corn futures (next page, right top)
from last spring’s low by over 200,000 contracts/1 billion bushels, but
remain still big-time short the wheat market, though well off of their
record net short from this fall. What has this meant in price? A LOT!!
Soybean futures are trading over $1.30 higher than a year ago, cotton
futures are over a dime higher, & even corn future are 10-15 cents than a
year ago – despite record production. I know many of us are guilty of
cussing these funds at times, but we should give them credit for the better
prices that we’re seeing at the start of 2017!!

In mid-January Informa Commodities released their latest 2017 planted
acreage estimates (above). Informa is still expecting soybean acres to set a
new record, up 5.2 million vs 2016, while wheat & corn acres are expected
to slide. To a lesser degree, cotton acres should rise while sorghum acres
drop. USDA will issue its Prospective Planting report on March 31, so until
then private analyst estimates will reflect possible changes in intentions.
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“Protect what you’ve got,
then lock in desired profit
when you get the chance.”
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At meetings this winter I’ve stressed that two things we want to
do this year are 1) help producers preserve the equity that
they’ve built into their operations over the last few years, and
2) help producers lock in profitability in 2017 when opportunities
arise. Revenue insurance, Price Select, Yield or Revenue Select, &
Production Cost Insurance (PCI) are all tools you can use NOW to
protect your operation’s equity. And some markets currently
offer a chance to lock in profit. With new crop soybean futures
over 15% higher than a year ago, many producers can pencil in
very desirable profits right now. Hedging at today’s price, or
using minimum price contracts, can lock in minimum futures
price above $10.00 and likely a profit. New crop cotton futures
are almost 20% higher than last February – I currently favor using
put options or a put/call spread as a way to set a floor on cotton
futures above 70 cents while still allowing for more upside. With
less acres of corn expected this spring, I feel there are good odds
of higher corn prices ahead. So I favor buying out-of-the-money
call option protection early to cover sales I anticipate making
when/if we get a rally in futures later – like we’ve seen each of
the last two years. The bottom line – get a plan in place NOW for
how you intend to market expected production in 2017.
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